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Machine learning techniques have been widely used in almost every area of arts, science, and technology for the last two decades.
Document analysis and query expansion also use machine learning techniques at a broad scale for information retrieval tasks. The
state-of-the-art models like the Bo1 model, Bo2 model, KL divergence model, and chi-square model are probabilistic, and they
work on DFR-based retrieval models. These models are much focused on term frequency and do not care about the semantic
relationship among the terms. The proposed model applies the semantic method to find the semantic similarity among the
terms to expand the query. The proposed method uses the relevance feedback method that selects a user-assisted most relevant
document from top “k” initially retrieved documents and then applies deep neural network technique to select the most
informative terms related to original query terms. The results are evaluated at FIRE 2011 ad hoc English test collection. The
mean average precision of the proposed method is 0.3568. The proposed method also compares the state-of-the-art models.
The proposed model observed 19.77% and 8.05% improvement on the mean average precision (MAP) parameter with respect
to the original query and Bo1 model, respectively.

1. Introduction

The most tedious task of the retrieval system is to retrieve
the exact documents that are relevant to the user query.
The user starts searching documents by putting the key-
words in the form of a query. But generally, queries contain
very limited terms to express his/her information need.
Therefore, it is impossible to retrieve all relevant documents
from a large document collection. Query expansion is a tech-
nique that selects the most informative terms that are related
to a user query and expands the original query. Global and
local methods are two major classes of query expansion.
The global method selects expansion terms from some exter-
nal datasets. WordNet [1] and Word2Vec [2] are the two
most well-known external datasets that are commonly used
to select semantically related query terms for expansion
tasks. On other hand, the local method of query expansion
selects the expansion terms from initially retrieved docu-

ments. The local method is mainly classified into two catego-
ries, pseudorelevance feedback method and relevance
feedback method. The pseudorelevance feedback method
selects the expansion terms from top “k” initially retrieved
documents. On the other hand relevance, the feedback
method selects the expansion terms from the subset of top
“k” ranked documents that the user thinks are relevant to
the user query.

The machine learning [3] technique is broadly used to
extract useful information by training a dataset from a large
collection of datasets. The machine learning technique has
been applied by [4, 5] to identify the liver patients from a
liver patient dataset and to find the positive and negative
tweets from a social dataset. The neural network technique
is widely used in data mining and text mining for classifica-
tion tasks. The general architecture of a neural network con-
tains an input layer, output layer, and an activation function
that works between the input layer and output layer as a
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hidden layer. Weights are assigned initially and updated
repeatedly unless some target value is not reached. A deep
neural network is an extended form of neural network archi-
tecture that contains several hidden layers between the input
layer and output layer. In a deep neural network, architec-
ture weights are propagated from the input layer to the hid-
den layer and the hidden layer to the output layer, and vice
versa. For document retrieval, there are two neural network-
based approaches:

(1) Continuous bag of word model (CBOW)

(2) Skip-gram model

Continuous bag of word model predicts the center word
for a given context word. The skip-gram model does the
opposite of what the CBOW model does; i.e., it predicts
the context word for a given center word.

The proposed model uses skip-gram architecture to train
the corpus words. The proposed model initially selects the
user-assisted relevant documents from top “k” ranked docu-
ments. Here “k” value is set to 30. For each query term,
vocabulary terms within user-assisted relevant documents
are trained to extract the context term and are then merged.
The merged terms are then considered as the most informa-
tive terms for a given query and are treated as expansion
terms. At the input layer, query terms are represented by
one-hot encodings. In one-hot encoding representation, a
vector of vocabulary size is initialized that contains all entry
zero except the index where the query term appears. The
index where the query term appears is initialized to 1. Then,
the context words are predicted by successively updating the
weight matrix between the input and the hidden layer and
the hidden to the output layer. The detailed discussion is

presented in Section 3. The proposed model has also been
compared with state-of-the-art models [6]. The proposed
model architecture is shown in Figure 1.

2. Related Work

Vector space [7] was the oldest model for the retrieval task.
Every retrieval model suffers from the most common short-
coming that the keyword submitted by a user is not focused
on the main topic and also, the user is unaware of what he/
she is looking for [8]. This leads to retrieval of irrelevant
documents. Query expansion plays a key role to maximize
the retrieval of relevant documents. Maron and Kuhns [9]
applied query expansion technique to improve the perfor-
mance of the retrieval system. Allan [10] used relevance
feedback model for selecting the most informative terms
for query expansion.

Relevance-based probabilistic language model [11] over
the term collection has been developed to select the most
informative terms for query expansion. M. Bendersky et al.
[12] used external resources and probability language-
based modeling for weighting the terms for query expansion
task. Miao et al. [13] proposed a proximity-based query
expansion model that emphasizes the proximity of terms
rather than their positional information. Lv and Zhai [14]
presented a positional relevance model that focuses on the
position of query terms in the relevance feedback docu-
ments. Metzler and Croft [15] used Markov random field-
based term dependency model for retrieving the most infor-
mative terms for query expansion. Dalton and Dietz [16]
proposed relevance feedback-based neighborhood relevance
model entity linking across the document and query collec-
tions for expanding the query. The expectation-
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Figure 1: Architecture of the proposed model.
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maximization algorithm [17] is used to maximize the likeli-
hood of relevant documents from top-ranked documents
and then to retrieve the most informative terms from these
relevant documents for query expansion tasks. Qiu and Frei
[18] expanded the query using query log by calculating the
correlation between query terms and document terms.
Baeza-Yates and Tiberi [19] proposed a model where search
engine query log is represented by a bipartite graph and edge
connected between query node and URL node by click
through. They observed an improvement of 10% on the
mean average precision value. Deerwester et al. [20] pro-
posed singular value decomposition-based Latent Semantic
Indexing (LSI) technique to extract the most informative
terms for query expansion. Singh and Sharan [21] proposed
a fuzzy logic-based technique on top “k” ranked documents
for query expansion tasks. Word embedding-based neural
network technique using Word2Vec for the query expansion
task was proposed by [22]. They extracted similar terms to
the original query terms using the K-nearest neighbor
method. Kuzi et al. and Mikolov et al. [23, 24] also used
the word embedding technique for expanding the original
query. Diaz et al. [25] used locally trained word embedding
techniques such as Word2Vec or Glove for query expansion
tasks. Imani et al. [26] proposed a Word2Vec-based contin-
uous bag of word model for selecting the most informative
terms for query expansion. Thesaurus-based query expan-
sion model using Wikipedia was proposed by [27]. Xu
et al. [28] used Wikipedia to categorize the query into three
different categories broader queries, ambiguous queries, and
entity queries. They selected the expansion terms using term
distribution and structure of Wikipedia documents. Crouch
and Yang [29] built a statistical thesaurus by clustering the

whole document collection using a complete link cluster-
ing algorithm. Shukla and Das [30] proposed a pseudore-
levance feedback and deep neural network-based method
to expand the query. A hybrid model-based [31, 32]
method was proposed to expand the query to remove
word mismatch between corpus words and query terms.
The article has been organized into 4 different sections.
Section 3 describes the mathematical notations and formu-
lations for the proposed model. Section 4 elaborates query
expansion using the proposed model. Section 5 discusses
the experimental efficiency of the proposed model. Section
6 discusses the overall performance of the proposed
model. Section 7 concludes the result and the future work
of the proposed model.

3. Mathematical Formulation of the
Proposed Model

The proposed model is based on the deep neural network-
based skip-gram model. The skip-gram model is used to pre-
dict the context words for a given center word positioned at
“c.” This model defines a fixed window size “n” that assumes
the words at position c − n to c + n as context words. For
example, for a sentence “Abhishek is fond of learning Math-
ematics, Physics and Computer,” if stop words are applied,
the sentence became “Abhishek fond learning Mathematics
Physics computer.” If the center word is “learning,” then a
window of size 2 context word will be {Abhishek, fond,
Mathematics, Physics}. In this architecture, we create a
one-hot vector representation of vocabulary size |N| for the
given center word. In one-hot vector representation, we set
1 at the position where the center word has occurred and 0

Figure 2: Skip-gram model [34].
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on the rest positions. The sparse one-hot vector is then
transformed into a lower-dimensional dense representation.
The skip-gram model consists of the following notations for
the mathematical modeling.

Input layer: one-hot vector “xc” of size (|N|,1) with 1 at
the index where center word occurred and 0 at the rest of
the indexes.

Target output layer: 2n one-hot vector “yc” of size (|N|,1)
with 1 at the index where center word occurred and 0 at the
rest of the indexes.

Hidden layer: hidden layer of size (M,1).
Predicted output: probability vector ŷ of size (|N|,1).
Random weight matrix: two random weight matrix of w

and w′ of each size (N ,M) between the input and predicted
output layers.

Now, using the following notations, we have

hc =wT · xc, ð1Þ

where ð:ÞT represents the transpose of the given matrix.
Now, the value obtained is mapped to weight matrix w′.
Thus, we have

vc =w′T:hc: ð2Þ

Now, the predicted output is computed using the follow-
ing relations:

ŷ = softmax vcð Þ = P z = z1 = vcð Þ = ez1

∑n
i=1e

zi
: ð3Þ

The loss function is basically the sum of the mutual
crossentropies between predicted output values and target
value computed. Mathematically,

L vc, tc−n,⋯:,tc−1, tc+1,⋯:,tc+n,w′
� �

= − 〠
n

j=−n,j≠0
log ŷc+j

� �
,

ð4Þ

where tc−n,⋯:,tc−1, tc+1,⋯:,tc+n are the 2n context word for
the center word tc, Now, using gradient decent method,

1. for each q in Q, do
1.1. Retrieve top “k” documents dk from initial retrieved documents.

2. for each d in dk, do
2.1. Retrieve user assisted relevant document du and store them in Du.

3. for each t in q, do
3.1. Create a hot vector x form dataset Du.

4. iter←epoch
5. Initialize weight matrix w and w’ with random weights.
6. for i←1 to itr, do

6.1. Compute h←wT.x

6.2. Compute v←w′T .h
6.3. Update wnew′ ←w′- e’
6.4. Update wnew←w - e

7. mer←[]
8. for each t in q, do

8.1. Retrieve top 15 context words wcons for wt such that y is maximum.
8.2. mer←mer+ wcons

9. qexp←q+mer
10. return qexp

Algorithm 1: Skip-gram and relevance feedback-based query expansion RESKQ(Q[],D[]).

Table 1: Original query.

Number of queries 50

Relevant 2761

Relevant retrieved 2322

MAP 0.2979

R precision 0.3188

P@5 0.4480

P@10 0.4280

P@20 0.3900

P@50 0.3152

Table 2: Query expansion using the Bo1 model.

Number of queries 50

Relevant 2761

Relevant retrieved 2424

MAP 0.3302

R precision 0.3500

P@5 0.4640

P@10 0.4580

P@20 0.3880

P@50 0.3420
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∂L
∂w

= 0⋯ ::0
∂L
∂hc

0⋯ 0
� �

,

∂L
∂hc

= 2n w′ŷ − 1
2n

〠
n

j=−n,j≠0
wc+j

" #
,

ð5Þ

where wc+j is the ðc + jÞth column of the weight matrix w.
Also,

∂L
∂w′ =

∂L
∂w1

∂L
∂w2

∂L
∂w3

⋯
∂L

∂w Nj j

" #
, ð6Þ

where

∂L
∂wc+j

= 2nŷc+jhc − hc, for all − n ≤ j ≤ n, j ≠ 0,

∂L
∂wc+j

= 2nŷc+jhc,  for j = 0:
ð7Þ

Now, our objective is to minimize the loss function;
therefore, the weights are updated as follows:

wupdate =w − α:
∂L
∂w

,

wupdate′ =w′ − α:
∂L
∂w′ ,

ð8Þ

where α represents the learning rate of the deep neural net-
work architecture.

Table 3: Query expansion using the Bo2 model.

Number of queries 50

Relevant 2761

Relevant retrieved 2464

MAP 0.3301

R precision 0.3514

P@5 0.4880

P@10 0.4500

P@20 0.3970

P@50 0.3560

Table 4: Query expansion using the chi-square model.

Number of queries 50

Relevant 2761

Relevant retrieved 2381

MAP 0.2912

R precision 0.3083

P@5 0.4160

P@10 0.3880

P@20 0.3650

P@50 0.3096

Table 5: Query expansion using the KL divergence model.

Number of queries 50

Relevant 2761

Relevant retrieved 2427

MAP 0.3317

R precision 0.3504

P@5 0.4560

P@10 0.4700

P@20 0.3920

P@50 0.3452

Table 6: Query expansion using the proposed model.

Number of queries 50

Relevant 2761

Relevant retrieved 2334

MAP 0.3568

R precision 0.3627

P@5 0.6880

P@10 0.5580

P@20 0.4770

P@50 0.3588

Table 7: BM25 model.

No. of queries 50

Relevant 2761

Relevant retrieved 2325

MAP 0.2970

R precision 0.3230

P@5 0.4400

P@10 0.4240

P@20 0.3860

P@50 0.3168

Table 8: MAP comparison of the proposed model with other
models.

Model MAP

Original query 0.2779

Query expansion using the Bo1 model 0.3302

Query expansion using the Bo1 model 0.3301

Query expansion using the chi-square model 0.2912

Query expansion using the KL divergence model 0.3317

Query expansion using the proposed model 0.3568
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4. Query Expansion Using the
Proposed Method

The proposed method comprises a user-assisted relevance
feedback model to select the relevant document for training
the query terms using the skip-gram model. Rocchio [33]
was the first who used the relevance feedback method for
query expansion. The user initially selects the relevant docu-
ments from the top “k” retrieved documents. These relevant
documents are then considered as a dataset to extract the
most informative terms using the skip-gram model. The
unique terms containing the relevant documents are consid-
ered vocabulary terms. Query terms are encoded using the
one-hot encoding that creates a hot vector for each query
term. The size of the hot vector is the size of the vocabulary.

Each entry of the hot vector is 0 except the query term
which is set as 1. In the skip-gram model, n-gram refers
to the number of skip words. For example, for query “tiger
conservation in India,” a 2-gram representation will be
“tiger conservation,” “conservation in,” and “India.” These
grams are trained to predict the context words. Skip refers
to the number of times query term is presented through-
out the relevant documents. The skip-gram architecture
consists three layers, the input layer, hidden layer, and
output layer. At the input layer, a one-hot vector is sup-
plied to predict the context words. At the output layer, n
-gram terms are trained to predict the context words.
The hidden layer is the dense representation of the hot
vector. A random weight matrix is assigned between the
input and hidden layers and between the hidden and
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Figure 3: Performance of the proposed model vs. original query.
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output layers. The structure of the skip-gram model is
shown in Figure 2. The hot vector is mapped to a lower
dimension representation into the hidden layer by apply-
ing the dot product between the hot vector and random
weight matrix. If “x” represents the one-hot vector for a
query term and “w” represent the random weight matrix,
the hidden layer “h” hot vector can be represented by

h =wT · x: ð9Þ

The hidden layer is propagated to the next layer by
computing the dot product between the hidden layer and
random weight matrix w′ as

v =w′T ′h: ð10Þ

Weights are updated at each iteration by the following
computations:

wnew =w − e, where e = α:
∂L
∂w

, ð11Þ
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Figure 8: Performance of the proposed model vs. the BM25 model.

Table 9: Improvement of the proposed model vs. original query.

MAP 19.77%

R precision 13.77%

P@5 53.57%

P@10 30.37%

P@20 22.30%

P@50 13.83%

Table 10: Improvement of the proposed model vs. the Bo1 model.

MAP 8.05%

R precision 3.62%

P@5 48.27%

P@10 21.83%

P@20 22.93%

P@50 48.26%

Table 11: Improvement of the proposed model vs. the Bo2 model.

MAP 8.08%

R precision 3.21%

P@5 40.98%

P@10 24%

P@20 20.15%

P@50 0.7%

Table 12: Improvement of the proposed model vs. the chi-square
model.

MAP 22.52%

R precision 17.64%

P@5 65.38%

P@10 43.81%

P@20 30.68%

P@50 15.89%

Table 13: Improvement of the proposed model vs. the KL
divergence model.

MAP 7.56%

R precision 3.51%

P@5 50.87%

P@10 18.72%

P@20 21.68%

P@50 3.93%
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wnew′ =w′ − e′, where e′ = α:
∂L
∂w′ :

ð12Þ

The most probable context words for each query term
are predicted in an unsupervised manner by successively
updating the weights and calculating the probability at
the softmax layer and then merged. The merged compo-
nent is appended to the original query term to expand
the query. The algorithm of the proposed model is shown
in Algorithm 1.

5. Experimental Result

For the experimental analysis of the proposed method, we
have used FIRE 2011 [35] ad hoc English test collections.
Terrier 3.5 search engine has been used to evaluate the result
of proposed method on the underlying dataset. Stop word
and PorterStemmer are used to remove the stop word and
to stem the root word, respectively. The experiment has been
performed on 50 queries ranging from Q126 to Q175. The
documents are retrieved using the InL2.0 model. The mean
average precision (MAP) value of the proposed method is
observed as 0.3568. To achieve this result, we have per-
formed 70 epochs. The proposed model compares the result
with other query expansion models. An improvement of
19.77% and 8.05% is observed with respect to original query
and Bo1 model, respectively, on MAP parameter. The per-
formance of the original query, query expansion using Bo1
model, query expansion using Bo2 model, query expansion
using chi-square model, query expansion using KL diver-
gence, query expansion using proposed model, and BM25
model is shown in Tables 1–7, respectively.

A Z-statistics is defined as

Z =
�x − μ0ð Þ ∗ ffiffiffi

n
p

σ
, ð13Þ

where

(i) �x is the sample mean

(ii) μ0 is the mean populated in null hypothesis H0

(iii) n is the sample size

(iv) σ is the population standard deviation

Now, sample mean �x = 0:3568; the population mean μ
= 0:3302 standard deviation of the population is σ =
0:2349; and sample size n = 50. Therefore,

Z =
0:3568 − 0:3302ð Þ
0:2349/

ffiffiffiffiffi
50

p = 0:801: ð14Þ

Since it is observed that jzj = 0:801 ≤ zc = 1:96, it is con-
cluded that the null hypothesis is not rejected. Therefore,
there is no evidence to claim that population mean μ is dif-
ferent than 0.3302, at the 0.05 significance level. Therefore,
improvement is minor.

The MAP comparison of the proposed model with other
models is shown in Table 8. The query by query analysis of
the proposed model vs. original query, query expansion
using the Bo1 model, query expansion using the Bo2 model,
query expansion using the chi-square model, query expan-
sion using the KL divergence model, and BM25 model is
shown in Figures 3–8, respectively. In the following figures,
the x-axis represents the query number and the y-axis repre-
sents the MAP value.

6. Discussion

Tables 9–13 show that the proposed model has significant
improvement over the original query, query expansion using
the Bo1 model, query expansion using the Bo2 model, query
expansion using the chi-square model, and query expansion
using the KL divergence model, respectively. The proposed
model has an improvement of 19.77%, 8.05%, 8.08%,
22.52%, and 7.56% in comparison to the original query,
query expansion using the Bo1 model, query expansion
using the Bo2 model, query expansion using the chi-square
model, and query expansion using the KL divergence model,
respectively. From Figures 3 to 7, it is clear that out of fifty
queries, the proposed model performs well on 38, 34, 32,
40, and 34 queries with respect to the original query, query
expansion using the Bo1 model, query expansion using the
Bo2 model, query expansion using the chi-square model,
and query expansion using the KL divergence model,

Table 14: Sample queries and their expansion terms.

Query No. Original query Expansion terms
No. of RF

relevant documents

Q130 Price hike of petroleum products Litre, oil, rs, petrol, prices, increase, crude, rise, minister, fuel 17

Q132 Barack Obama’s victory
Day, celebration, president, Americans, public, bond,

mr, Tuesdays, hindrance, small, democrat,
African-American, chanted, elect

7

Q139 Vanquishing the Somali pirates
Coast, strengthen, forces, three, send, seized, holding,
tribal, hijacked, Aden, arrest, several, vessel, vessels

13

Q150 Bill Gates’ philanthropic endeavours
Dropped, billions, friends, India, international, hundreds,
Melinda, Buffett, corporation, retire, next, foundation

4

Q160 Iraq War 2003
International, likely, took, fees, early, visit, claims,
plunged, people, believe, 1991, within, opposition,

badly, measures, Maliki
4
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respectively. The sample query and its expansion terms are
shown in Table 14.

7. Conclusion

Relevance feedback-based semantic model using skip-gram
has been developed to improve the performance of the
retrieval system. The proposed model has been compared
with other state-of-the-art models, and experimental result
shows that the proposed model has significant improvement
over state-of-the-art models. The mean average precision of
the proposed model is 0.3568 which is an improvement of
19.77%, 8.05%, 8.08%, 22.52%, and 7.56% compared to the
original query, Bo1 model, Bo2 model, chi-square model,
and KL divergence model, respectively. Out of fifty queries,
the proposed model beats on 38, 34, 32, 40, and 34 queries
compared to the original query, Bo1 model, Bo2 model,
chi-square model, and KL divergence model, respectively.
The proposed model also retrieves 12 additional relevant
documents compared to the original query. In the near
future, we will try to further improve the result by using
other neural network architecture.
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